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A map is a story. It combines before, during, and
after with geography and the human desire to tell
someone. Sailing every weekend and summer holiday on our family sailboat, I learned to read and
inhabit maps. By inhabit I mean that I understood
both where I was physically in the landscape and
conceptually in the map. From symbols on the flat
paper, I could imagine how the destination would
appear. I daydreamed how the inlets north of Vancouver, Canada, would look without water—the
mountains near-vertical steepness would be extended, islands would be giant hills. I correlated
the topographic lines with the shifting views.
Reading about early navigators years later, it made
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perfect sense that they drew bird’s eye view charts
paired with face-on landscapes in order to remember the entrance to a harbour. On a hike, a
group leader once made us stop and look back.
Where does the path re-enter the woods? What
are your returning landmarks? Maps contain stories of such coming and going, all of which encompass emotions, hopes, and imaginings.
My map, landscape, and embroidery triad
was established decades ago. My textile work
evolved from fooling around with my Mother’s
flickenkiste (German for a box of scraps). In grade
six, the art teacher showed me chain stitch and I
never looked back. That summer, I embroidered a
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guitar strap that was a long
cross-section of Canada. While
my friends were crossing the
country to go to Expo ’67 in
Montreal, I was left imagining
the mountains, prairies, lakes,
and eastern coast. Imagination
was an offshoot of longing—I
wanted to go there.
In the early 1980s, I
worked on three animated films
that used textiles for the National Film Board of Canada.
They were my apprenticeship in
combining textile and story. The
film The Magic Quilt has a large
quilted map of Canada at the
center of the story. It contains
textures and colors that reflect
how I imagine the land I have
never seen. Most Canadians, myself included, see the country
from the roads along the southern border with the US.
Twenty years later, I
rode my bicycle straight north
(Vancouver to the Yukon) for a
BFA directed studies course. For
every kilometer, I counted off
corresponding centimeters on a
spool of cotton cloth. On it I
drew the sights and events of
the day’s journey. After the trip, I
embroidered over my strip map
the way memory embellishes aspects of experience. There are
animals, clouds, and vistas, but
blank spots, too.
I am a dedicated cyclist,
so I made a map of my bike ride
to my day job. Commute fit
within a certain size box as a requirement for an exhibition. In
the lid, I rolled up the embroidered legend, which became
much more detailed and interesting than the map itself. Viewers are invited to unroll it. The
story is like a cosmic zoom: the
more I looked and recorded, the
more I noticed, and the ninekilometer trip revealed increasing levels of detail. The details
changed over the course of the
making as seasons and neighborhoods changed.
Spring 2017

LEFT: BETTINA MATZKUHN
The Bike Trip Spool 1998–ongoing,
dyed fabric, ink drawing, hand
embroidery, wood and plastic
stands, 4"x 76'. With detail.
The Bike Trip Map is in background.

TOP: BETTINA MATZKUHN
Commute 2012, wooden box,
fabric lining, rolled up fabric
“legend”, hinges, screws, toy bicycle,
hand and machine embroidery, map
pins, 16" x 16" x 18". With detail.

All photos by Bettina Matzkuhn unless otherwise noted.
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ABOVE: BETTINA MATZKUHN A Childhood in Howe Sound 2015, fabric paint, hand embroidery on linen, 52" x 24". Detail BELOW.
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Mapping necessarily involves change, and
all too often a map is out of date. But maps that
tell personal stories have a different relationship
with time. I was hiking the Howe Sound Crest trail
in Vancouver one afternoon and realized that I
was looking down upon all the inlets, islands,
channels, and bays we had sailed amongst during
my childhood. Deck shoes had been replaced by
hiking boots. My vantage from the mountain trail
made the scene below map-like. Memories
spanned the entire setting. Both my parents had
recently passed away and embroidering a map
seemed a useful and therapeutic way of documenting those indelible adventures. I stitched the
stories over the painted water. The land areas are
rather plain because, back then, nearly everything
happened in or around the boat.

Mapping, like drawing, can be a way of
learning and perceiving. At a residency at Gros
Morne National Park in Newfoundland, Canada, I
hiked the same trail almost every day. I learned the
various trees and plants by drawing them. High on
the flat-headed hill there was a boardwalk over
boggy areas and I sat down to have tea from my
flask. I was drawing the stunted trees, pale boulders, berry bushes and listening to the constant
soundtrack of wind when I noticed the boulders
had antlers. A small “harem” of caribou napped
there. The big buck lifted his head to look at me
but correctly deduced I was harmless. Time disappeared as I watched them. The “boulders” are
included in the map I sewed later.
While I revel in the visual qualities and
details of maps, I do not want to simply recreate

BETTINA MATZKUHN Schmetterling #1
2014, fabric paint and hand embroidery
on linen, pellon backing, pinned to wall
(adapted from wind patterns at 850 hPa
sourced from earth.nullschool.net)
39" x 24".
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them. I cherish their narrative and
metaphoric possibilities. For example,
the elegant Portolano charts from
Columbus’ time feature the names of
settlements along the coast. I replaced
the names with adjectives that describe people to make a map about
the nuances of human interaction. I
stitched a blue map with ornate compass roses but without landforms to
address a pervasive sense of confusion. In another piece, an embroidered
river traces a path from mild depression to inertia to “maybe I can move
past this.” These maps draw loosely
from historical atlases to tell stories
about myself.
My father is the subject of my
Sail series: his keen observations of sky
and sea, his participation in the maritime community, and his own use of
diagrams as a tradesman. Schematics
(house plans, wiring diagrams) show
how things fit together, as do maps. He
was always drawing out how he planned
to build something or drawing our
course on a chart. The tide current and
pilot charts I embroidered on the sails
are an acknowledgement that much of
my worldview comes from him. Pay attention to your surroundings, learn to
fix things, help out where you can, never
be a smartass around God or Nature
(one and the same to him). I made samples of double-sided stitches, worked
with a real sailmaker to learn some amateur skills, and felt an emotional jolt
when I put on Dad’s sailmaker’s palm—
a kind of über thimble. It felt familiar
TOP: BETTINA MATZKUHN The Lookout Trail (Gros Morne National Park) 2016,
though I had never used it. Installed,
cotton canvas, hand embroidery, 36" x 59". With detail.
the sails cast their shadows on the
gallery walls. They are designed to look
spaghetti plots, and wind patterns, finally combining
as though they are underway, wearing maps for
the swirling mass into a short animated film, The
guidance.
Zoology of Weather2, that examines my interest in
From the Sail project, I kept thinking how
weather and misgivings around global warming.
the weather informs those at sea and in the mounCameron Beccario’s gorgeous and addictive
tains. I began a project that explored the symbols
website Earth made me consider how weather sysand maps used in meteorology, embroidering 180
tems work on a scale beyond human perception. His
squares with these symbols in an attempt to learn
windmap visualizations make this complex and conthem. Working on them and reading about weather,
stantly changing data visible. I turned the high-tech
I asked questions from mentor and senior meteorolinto the hand-stitched. The dozen hand-embroiogist Uwe Gramann. He taught me a basic literacy
dered forms that resulted are based on Steve Waterfor this complicated discipline. Funnel describes the
man’s Butterfly World Map projection of the earth:
layers of atmosphere meteorologists observe to plot meter-wide, glistening butterflies pinned to the wall
a forecast; what happens in the jet stream affects
like specimens. They are lovely but dead creatures, a
the mortals below. I explored analysis charts,
different kind of projection.
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BETTINA MATZKUHN Funnel 2014, dyed canvas, various fabrics,
recycled Gore-Tex fabric, buttons, shoelace cord, grommets,
appliqué, hand embroidery, 8' x 6.75'.

If all of these maps seem disparate, they
reflect how my feet and mind tend to ramble. Textile is my language for describing ideas, experience, fears, and desires, and this language is often
presented through maps. My techniques are usually simple—fabric paint, appliqué, embroidery—
used in the service of storytelling. Self-propelled
through art and life, I feel (slightly) more confident
with a map in hand.
Commute vimeo.com/135428337
The Zoology of Weather vimeo.com/137759215
Earth earth.nullschool.net
Spring 2017

Bettina Matzkuhn’s work is included in Connections (an
exhibition of artists collaborating with naturalists) at the
Craft Council of British Columbia Gallery in Vancouver,
Canada (May 11–June 22, 2017).
www.craftcouncilbc.ca/ccbc-gallery

—Bettina Matzkuhn explores history, geography, and
personal stories through a focus on embroidery and
fabric collage. She exhibits, writes professionally on the
arts, lectures, teaches, and volunteers.
www.bettinamatzkuhn.ca
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